Water withdrawal from Mediterranean reservoirs in summer is usually very high. Because of this, stratification is often continuous and far from the typical two-layered structure, favoring the excitation of higher vertical modes. The analysis of wind, temperature, and current data from Sau reservoir (Spain) shows that the third vertical mode of the internal seiche (baroclinic mode) dominated the internal wave field at the beginning of September 2003. We used a continuous stratification two-dimensional model to calculate the period and velocity distribution of the various modes of the internal seiche, and we calculated that the period of the third vertical mode is ϳ24 h, which coincides with the period of the dominating winds. As a result of the resonance between the third mode and the wind, the other oscillation modes were not excited during this period.
Standing internal waves, or seiches, are a ubiquitous feature of lakes, existing mainly as a result of the wind force acting on a stratified water column. Internal seiches are important for many processes in lakes and reservoirs. Part of the kinetic energy introduced at the water surface by the wind is transferred to internal seiches and becomes available for mixing. Imberger (1998) and Wüest et al. (2000) showed that most of the momentum and energy that passes through the surface mixed layer and enters the interior is transferred to internal wave motions. This energy is typically about 10% of the total wind energy input into the lake (Wüest and Lorke 2003) . The vertical excursions of fluid associated with the wave motions have been shown to affect the spatial distribution of different organisms (Levy et al. 1991) . The bottom currents induced by internal seiches contribute to the mixing and resuspension of sediments in the benthic boundary layer (Gloor et al. 1994) . MacManus and Duck (1988) showed that seiche-induced resuspension was responsible for sediment scouring patterns observed along the sides of Loch Earn. Therefore, given that internal seiches play a significant role in a broad range of physical, chemical, and biological processes, there is a lot of interest in their assessment and evaluation.
Although there are many possible mechanisms that induce seiches, like air-pressure fluctuations, earthquakes, etc., it is mainly the lake's response to the wind forcing that causes the seiche excitation. The wind forcing in lakes is often periodic because of the periodicity in weather patterns. Wind applied to the surface can cause a surface set-up of water at the downwind end. This pressure force is balanced by the metalimnion tilting in the opposite sense-that is, downward at the downwind end (Spiegel and Imberger 1980) . When the wind forcing relaxes the water surface oscillates, as does the metalimnion. The so-called external seiche is the oscillation of the water surface (a barotropic mode), whereas the internal seiche (baroclinic mode) is the oscillation of the metalimnion. In large lakes the picture becomes more complicated because of the effects of the Earth's rotation (Antenucci and Imberger 2003) .
Internal seiches can be divided into different categories, depending on the nodal points (ViHj), where i and j are the number of vertical and horizontal nodes (Fig. 1) . The most commonly observed, the V1H1, has one vertical and one horizontal nodal point. This kind of standing wave results when the metalimnion's thickness is small and when the lake can be approximated by a two-layer body. Medium-or largesized lakes often have a temperature profile that makes reasonable the two-or three-layer approximation. However, the temperature profile of many reservoirs is very far from the typical three-layer pattern . This is mostly the result of the high demand for water in summer, which contributes to the creation of an additional stratification where the outlet structures of the reservoir are located. Surface mixing phenomena together with water withdrawal and the development of internal seiches create a vertical thermal structure where temperature gradients of different intensities are found.
When the internal waves have periods of similar magnitude to the wind, the possibility of resonant forcing should be taken into account. In two-or three-layer structures the frequency spectrum is discrete, but in a continuous stratification structure, the spectrum is dense, and any forcing frequency can lead to resonance seiching (Münnich 1996) . However, the resonant modes can have such a high order of structures that in practice they are never excited. This is because of the dampening produced by the large amount of shear existing in higher modes. Anntenucci et al. (2000) presented evidence of the resonant forcing of a Kelvin wave in Lake Kinneret, which, during the time at which it was measured, had a period of ϳ24 h, coinciding with the wind forcing return period over the lake.
Although observations of higher horizontal modes along with the first vertical mode are not unusual in lakes (see, for example, Lemmin and Mortimer 1986) , higher vertical modes are more rarely reported. Second vertical modes have been reported by LaZerte (1980) , Wiegan and Chamberlain (1987) , Münnich et al. (1992) , and Roget et al. (1997) . Mün-nich et al. (1992) showed that the second vertical mode V2H1 is dominant in the wave field of Alpnacher See, a side basin of Lake Lucerne, and that resonance with diurnal wind is responsible for the high amplitudes of the mode. Until now, the only experimental evidence of a third vertical mode has been reported by Perez et al. (2003) , whose measurements, carried out with a thermistor string, show the existence of four layers oscillating with a 24-h period. However, in their study they did not describe whether the oscillating mode was an eigenvalue to the actual stratification.
In the present article we present experimental evidence of a third vertical mode with a period of ϳ24 h occurring in a Spanish reservoir. This mode was found to dominate the internal wave field during the first days of September 2003, when the stratification was fully developed. In addition, the modeling of the reservoir wave field shows us that the third mode is an eigenvalue, with the same period as the wind. Given that the natural and the forcing frequencies coincide, we conclude that resonance between the wind and the third mode is responsible of the minor excitation of other modes like the V1H1, which can be found in the wave field of the reservoir during other periods: for example, at the end of July 2003.
Materials and methods
Study site-Sau is a canyon-shaped reservoir, 18.225 km long, situated in the central part of the river Ter, which is 200 km long, with its source in the Pyrenees in the northeast of Spain (Fig. 2) . However, the length of the lacustrine part of the reservoir is 3,600 m, and the maximum width is 1,300 m (Armengol et al. 1999) . The elongated geometry, along with the wind-driven forces following the canyon, encourage us to expect that the internal seiches follow the main axis of the reservoir. Here we present the results of different surveys carried out in July 2003 and September 2003 during the stratification period of the reservoir. An electromagnetic current meter (ECM), an acoustic Doppler current meter (ADCP), and a thermistor string (TS1) were deployed at station 1 (Sta. 1), while another thermistor string was deployed at Sta. 2 (ADCP: from 21-24 July and 9-17 September; ECM: from 9-17 September; TS1 from 21 July-20 August and 9 September-2 October; TS2 from 9 September-2 October).
The ADCP (RDI 600-kHz Workhorse Sentinel) was deployed in the water surface with the beams facing downward. In this way we were not able to get information about the water surface velocity, and, therefore, we also used an ECM (ACM8M, Alec Electronics). Data from the ADCP was received from 20 depth bins, each of which was 2 m high. The sampling rate was set at 1 Hz, with the raw data processed to obtain 7.5-min-averaged data, with a standard deviation of 0.1 cm s Ϫ1 . In the processed data, the bottom boundary layer was cut out because of the lack of confidence in the velocity, the result of bottom vegetation. The first depth bin was set at 3 m, and then a range between 3 and 30 m was processed. The ECM sampled the two components of the horizontal velocity at 2 Hz and was deployed 1 m from the water surface. The thermistor chain TS1 was composed of 11 thermistors placed at the following depths: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 16 , and 17 m, whereas TS2 was composed of four thermistors regularly spaced between 5 m and 15 m. The sampling interval of both thermistor chains was 10 min.
Experimental evidence of the third mode-In summer, the habitual 24-h pattern for the wind is the one corresponding to the first 5 d in Fig. 3A . During the day, the wind blows toward the dam (Fig. 2 ) (i.e., a positive direction in Fig. 3A) ; during the night there is a slight breeze in the opposite direction. This happens with the prevalent summer anticyclonic conditions; however, from time to time the pattern is disrupted when storms come over. Wind and water velocities in Fig. 3 have been obtained by projecting their values in the x direction (Fig. 2) . Experimental data show that values perpendicular to the x direction are much less important. The wind velocity (Fig. 3A) has a strong correlation with the surface-water velocity (Fig. 3B) . Most of the time the wind blows toward the dam and the surface water moves in the same direction. After the wind stops, there seems to be a residual water velocity toward the dam, and, finally, the velocity remains close to zero. Because of this, the velocity of Fig. 3B reflects the existence of a wind-driven current. The velocity at 19 m (Fig. 3C) follows a similar pattern to that of the surface-water velocity, although the surface layer velocity is nearly never negative. However, water velocities at 11 m and 27 m were out of phase, indicating that a third mode may take place. This is also evident when looking at Fig. 4A . Here, light and dark colors indicate currents in opposite directions (light: current toward the dam; dark: current from the dam). Water changes its direction between water layers two and three and four, as a consequence of the third mode. Water direction in the first layer, which roughly corresponds to the surface mixed layer, cannot be used in this line of argument because of the many physical processes occurring here, such as convection, wind stirring, etc., that can mask the third mode. In addition, in Fig. 4A it can be seen that there is a shifting in the velocity direction time series between the different layers. This shifting can be explained by the existing delay in the transmission of the momentum from the wind between the layers. Figure 4B shows the temperature profile measured on 9 September near the middle of the reservoir, where the vertical displacements of the H1 modes are assumed to be small (Fig. 1) . The stratification profile of Fig. 4B shows a four-layer structure, which corresponds approximately to the four-layer structure of the velocity field (Fig. 4A ) that could favor the development of the third vertical mode.
The third mode can also be observed when looking at temperature measurements in Fig. 3D . Here the temperature at 15 m is in the opposite phase compared to the temperatures at 9 m and 17 m, indicating the vertical displacements of the three interface layers. Unfortunately, we were not able to look at deeper depths because of the length of the thermistor string. The temperature at 15 m at Sta. 2 is also in the opposite phase compared to the temperature at 15 m at Sta. 1 (Fig. 3E ), indicating that a horizontal H1 mode may be excited (Fig. 1) . To gain a better understanding of the temperature results, in Fig. 5A we represented the cross-covariance functions of the time series of the temperature at 15 m in depth at Sta. 1 compared with the temperature at 9 m and 17 m in depth at Sta. 1, and also with the temperature at 15 m in depth at Sta. 2. Note that for t ϭ 0, the cross covariance is negative for all cases. Also note that, in spite of a certain delay, these time series with a 24-h period oscillate in phase. Figure 5B shows the cross covariance of the time series of velocity in layers two and three compared with the temperature at 15 m in depth at Sta. 1. This depth roughly corresponds to the interface between layers two and three. If the third mode oscillation occurs, one would expect that the velocity is at its maximum or minimum when the vertical displacements are zero. This would mean that the cross covariance should be close to 0 at t ϭ 0, Ϯ12 h, Ϯ24 h, etc., and should be at its maximum or minimum at t ϭ Ϯ6 h, Ϯ18 h, Ϯ30 h, etc., which is approximately the pattern in Fig. 5B . All in all, these results indicate that a vertical V3H1 mode may have been occurring in Sau reservoir at the beginning of September 2003. To confirm this assessment, we will use a numerical model to calculate the eigenmodes for the Sau reservoir.
Numerical model-Although the stratification is often continuous, until recent years, modeling seiches has been confined mostly to two-or three-layer models, accounting for the epilimnion, metalimnion, and hypolimnion (Salvadé et al. 1988) . Although these models are able to describe different horizontal modes, they can only describe a maximum of two vertical modes. However, increased computing power has allowed for the development of progressively more sophisticated internal seiche models that are able to resolve the internal standing waves produced by a continuous stratification profile, and, therefore, they can account for higher vertical modes (Múnnich 1996; Fricker and Nepf 2000; Antenucci and Imberger 2003) .
The size of the Sau reservoir (Fig. 2) , together with the fact that internal seiches are excited by the wind that blows through the canyon valley, made us think that the effects of the earth's rotation could be neglected. The internal Rossby radius of deformation R I ϭ c/f, where c is the phase speed of the internal wave and f the Coriolis parameter, represents the length scale over which Coriolis forces balance the pressure gradient generated by a tilted interface. Following Patterson et al. (1984) , the criterion for the absence of rotational effects is R ϭ R I /B Ͼ 1, where B is the maximum width of the reservoir. If the reservoir length is L ϭ 3,842 m and the period of the internal seiche for the V3H1 mode is T ϭ 24 h, the phase speed can be estimated to be c ϭ 2L/T ϭ 0.09 m s Ϫ1 . Therefore, if f ϭ 1.02 10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ1 and B ϭ 700 m, we obtain R I ϳ 880 m and R ϭ 1.25. Although slightly higher, this value is close enough to 1 to make us think that rotational effects cannot be discarded at the central part of the reservoir, where an internal Kelvin wave can be generated. However, because of the fact that the reservoir is elongated and only slightly narrower than R I , the period of the Kelvin seiche should be almost identical to the seiche without rotation. At Sta. 1, where the reservoir width is small, the effect of the Kelvin mode is very similar to the effect that would have been caused by a mode without rotation and therefore we will not include rotational effects in the model.
The numerical model that we will use is similar to the one proposed by Múnnich (1996) . In two dimensions, the governing equation for a stream function, , of free, infinitesimal internal gravity waves in a hydrostatic Boussinesq fluid is
‫ץ‬ t‫ץ‬ z ‫ץ‬x where x and z are the horizontal and the vertical dimensions, t is time, u ϭ Ϫ‫ץ/ץ‬z and w ϭ ‫‪x‬ץ/ץ‬ are the horizontal and the vertical components of the velocity, and N ϭ N(z) denotes the Brunt-Väisälä frequency. Employing the rigid lid condition eliminates the surface waves. Then, assuming that there is no outflow at the boundaries, we get the condition ϭ 0. For seiches the time dependence has the following form: ϭ ⌽(x, z)e i(tϩ) , where is the angular frequency of the seiche and is a constant, which yields to the socalled generalized eigenvalue problem for the stream function ⌽ given by the equation 
The domain was discretized, using centered finites differences, on a grid in which x follows the main axis of the reservoir; that way, along with the boundary conditions, the matrix formulation of the problem has the generalized eigenvalue form,
where A is a matrix determined by the discretization on the x axis and B a matrix determined by the buoyancy frequency and the discretization on the z axis. The origin x ϭ 0 has been chosen at the position indicated in Fig. 2 . The direction of the main axis of the reservoir makes a nearly 90Њ turn at the boundary x ϭ 0. Visual observations of the wind and the surface waves show us that they drop to small values upstream of x ϭ 0. Also, temperature measurements carried out with a thermistor chain show that temperature fluctuations due to internal waves are negligible. Because of this, we believe that the boundary will reflect the internal waves generated in the whole basin, although the veracity of this statement has to be confirmed by the model results. The set of solutions for , being ϭ 2 , and ⌽ are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of our generalized eigenvalue problem that we solve using the Jacobi-Davidson Method together with the so-called QZ algorithm (Bai et al. 2000) . The JacobiDavidson method was used in the model to make it suitable for all grid sizes and all general cases. In the case of Sau, a 25 ϫ 39 grid was used. Since the maximum depth for the period of September 2003 was 39 m, we needed to estimate the N 2 value for every meter depth. The eigenmodes obtained were sorted by the overall shear connected to the flow field. The corresponding eigenvalues lead to the characteristic periods for the different modes. After ⌽ is obtained, the velocity components, u and w, follow easily. In Fig. 6 the velocity field together with the period obtained for the lowest modes, is represented. Although the solution was computed in a 26 ϫ 39 grid mesh, for the sake of clarity, in Fig. 6 we have only represented the values over a 13 ϫ 19 grid mesh. The temperature profile used corresponds to the 9 September 2003 (Fig. 4B) . Given that the theoretical period obtained for the V3H1 mode is close to 24 h, we conclude that the observed oscillation corresponds to this mode.
To compare the model results to the thermistor chain observations, we have calculated the vertical fluid displacements from the model by using
As the used model is an eigenvalue model for the stream function, we are only interested in comparing the envelope of the seiche motion and not the absolute magnitude. Therefore, the value (i) Ϫ1 will be ignored. To determine seiche amplitude from the thermistor data, we follow the method proposed by Fricker and Nepf (2000) , where a mean temperature profile T (z) is first constructed by averaging the time series temperature profiles from the period 9 September-13 September. A root mean square (RMS) temperature deviation T RMS is then computed for the predominant V3H1 mode in our system by using
where
N is the number of points in the thermistor data and z i is the 
RMS‫ץ‬

T/‫ץ‬z
where the local gradient ‫ץ‬T /‫ץ‬z is computed from the mean temperature profile T (z). Note that the ⌬T RMS values obtained represent the absolute value of the wave envelope, and therefore, a study of the phase of the different time series, as shown in Fig. 5A , has been carried out in order to determine the sign of the vertical displacement. Figure 7 compares the results of the maximum vertical displacements obtained from the model with the RMS vertical displacements from the thermistor chain at Sta. 1. Unfortunately, five thermistors were deployed in the surface mixed layer, and temperature gradients were too small to be used in Eq. 6; also, another thermistor was not operative during the measuring period, and therefore we were only able to use records from five thermistors. Notice that the envelope of the seiche obtained from the model fits the experimental results quite well. The maximum vertical displacements obtained by the model () have arbitrary units because the resultant eigenvectors of the model are not real velocity field vectors; in that sense, a constant, ␣, was used to fit experimental values to model results, so that * ϭ ␣, where * values are represented in Fig. 7 .
Likewise, we can compare the maximum horizontal velocity field obtained from the model with the maximum experimental velocity field obtained with the ADCP (Fig. 8) . Once again, the velocity field obtained from the model has arbitrary units, and a constant ␤ is used for comparison with the experimental data, where u* ϭ ␤u, and u is the horizontal velocity computed with the model. We have represented the maximum experimental velocities obtained on 10 and 11 September 2003. Note once again that the envelope of the seiche fits the experimental results quite well. It is important to point out the fact that the surface layer velocities are small compared to velocities in the second and third layers. Because of that, and the existence of the surface wind-driven current detected in Fig. 3B , the V3H1 mode is not clearly appreciated in the surface layer.
It is interesting to compare the spectral analysis for the period 9-15 September 2003 with the period 21-30 July 2003. In September 2003 (Fig. 9) , the peak around 24 h appears in the time series for wind, velocity, and temperature. We attribute this peak to mode V3H1. However, the peak around 12 h that also appears in the time series does not correspond with the predicted modes (Fig. 6) ; this peak is probably the reservoir's response to a subdaily wind pattern. The 5-h peak in the velocity and temperature series does not have a corresponding peak in the time wind series. As the mode V1H1 has a period of ϳ5 h (Fig. 6) , we attribute the peak to this mode. In normal conditions we would expect higher energy in mode V1H1, but the fact that mode V3H1 is resonant with the wind is probably causing the dampening of this mode. This can be corroborated by looking at the time series in July 2003 (Fig. 10) . The temperature series show two peaks around 12 h and 7 h. The model calculations give periods of 6.2 h (V1H1), 11.7 h (V2H1), and 18.3 h (V3H1). Therefore, we attribute these peaks to modes V2H2 and V1H1.
All in all, when the metalimnion occupies a sufficiently large proportion of the water column, higher vertical modes may become excited by periodic winds. Such conditions are quite common in Mediterranean reservoirs at the end of the summer, when the mixed layer phenomena combined with the water being withdrawn create continuous stratification profiles. Given that continuous stratification profiles have a dense eigenfrequency spectrum, reservoirs can oscillate at many frequencies. Limitations on the oscillation modes will be imposed by the structure of the oscillation cells: thus, a higher number of cells, a greater attenuation of the mode. In Sau reservoir the presence of the V3H1 mode is obvious, especially from the current measurements. Resonance with the wind is a definitive contribution to the excitation of the V3H1 mode and in general to the higher modes. Typically the wind pattern has a period of ϳ24 h, and therefore, higher modes are excited when they have this periodicity.
